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The nonlocal correlation energy in the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) method [Phys.
Rev. Lett. 92, 246401 (2004); Phys. Rev. B 76, 125112 (2007); Phys. Rev. B 89, 035412 (2014)]
can be interpreted in terms of a coupling of zero-point energies of characteristic modes of semilocal
exchange-correlation (xc) holes. These xc holes reflect the internal functional in the framework of
the vdW-DF method [Phys. Rev. B 82, 081101(2010)]. We explore the internal xc hole components,
showing that they share properties with those of the generalized-gradient approximation. We use
these results to illustrate the nonlocality in the vdW-DF description and analyze the vdW-DF
formulation of nonlocal correlation.
PACS numbers: 31.15.E-, 71.15.Mb
I. INTRODUCTION
In a seminal paper1 Rapcewicz and Ashcroft (RA)
highlighted the connections between nonlocal correla-
tions, the exchange-correlation (xc) hole concept2–7 of
density functional theory (DFT), and van der Waals
(vdW) forces in the inhomogeneous electron gas. RA
introduced a simple physical picture of vdW binding:
electrons and their associated xc holes form neutral
pairs in a system resembling condensed, vdW-bounded,
atomic matter and experience mutual attraction of a
dispersive nature.8–10 In the RA view, it is the local
plasmon that characterizes the interaction components,
i.e., electron-xc-hole pairs. The RA picture is sup-
ported by a previous study of the nonlinear response
in the electron gas,11 predicting strong vdW binding
from quantum-fluctuation contributions in the interac-
tion diagram that also underpins an analysis of gradient-
corrected correlation.12–16 In fact, the long-range inter-
action component is interpreted17 as reflecting the small-
momentum fluctuation components that are extracted
to reach a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in
the early formulations.5,6,13,17–21 Together Refs. [1,11,17]
suggest that one can recover vdW forces in nonlocal
functional theories that also incorporate the tremendous
progress that GGA represents.22,23
The Rutgers-Chalmers vdW-DF method24–40 allows
efficient computations of the xc energy in an approx-
imation that seamlessly incorporates nonlocal corre-
lation effects, including vdW forces. The vdW-DF
method is gaining recognition for helping to extend
the success of nonempirical DFT to sparse matter.41
The vdW-DF method is free from external parameters
and rests only on formal theory input,40 for the lo-
cal density approximation2,42 (LDA) and for gradient-
corrected exchange18,36,43,44 in its specification of the
plasmon behavior. It also includes a GGA exchange
component.35,38,45–50 The choice of vdW-DF exchange
can be guided by conservation of the full (nonlo-
cal) xc hole38 and with such consistent-exchange vdW-
DF it is possible to investigate bulk-structure and
adsorption problems where interactions are in subtle
competition.38,39 The transferability of vdW-DF has
also been probed via comparison with quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) results for hydrogen phases51 and for
water.52 The vdW-DF method was first tested in non-
selfconsistent forms27,29,31,33,53 using GGA calculations
of the electron density as input for a post-processing eval-
uation of the nonlocal correlations. With a formal deriva-
tion of forces arising from the nonlocal correlation term34
and with the introduction of efficient algorithms for com-
puting the vdW-DF energy and forces,54,55 the vdW-DF
method today benefits from experience in widespread
sparse- and general-matter applications.39–41,49,56–67
The nonempirical vdW-DF-method is built around a
semilocal internal (or inner) functional,36,38–40 with xc
hole ninxc, and an evaluation of a nonlocal correlation en-
ergy Enlc . The internal functional keeps local exchange
and correlation together but limits gradient corrections
to exchange. The internal functional was introduced as
a concept in Ref. [36] but it underpins all formulations of
the general vdW-DF versions28,30,31,40 since it serves to
model the local variation in the plasmon-pole response
from which Enlc is formulated. There have to date only
been brief discussions of this internal functional.28,36,39
The goal of this paper is to present the vdW-
DF construction formally both in terms of the inter-
nal xc hole and physical pictures. Standard vdW-
DF presentations31,33,34,36,39 start more directly with a
plasmon-pole representation of the response. However,
there are benefits of tracing the plasmon view back to a
discussion of the associated internal functional xc holes.
This makes it possible to discuss the close connection
that exists between vdW-DF and the GGA descriptions.
Moreover, the emphasis on the internal-functional re-
sponse allows us to interpret the vdW-DF nonlocal corre-
lation energy in terms of the RA physics picture of vdW
forces.1 In turn these results allow us to illustrate the
mechanisms by which vdW-DF retains a collectivity and
nonlocality in its description of the screened response and
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2FIG. 1: Schematics of a typical problem where vdW-DF is
called upon to describe the material binding: a system with
multiple molecular-type regions that couple electrodynami-
cally across internal ‘voids’ with sparse electron distribution,
Ref. [41]. Each molecular-type fragment can be described
by a GGA-type description and such descriptions form the
starting point for the vdW-DF evaluation of nonlocal corre-
lations. The ‘voids’ are not necessarily free of electrons but
are regions in which there is only a tail (or overlapping tails)
of the molecular-type electron distributions. The schemat-
ics is adapted from Fig. 7 of Ref. [37] and shows the atomic
configuration and contours of the electron-density distribu-
tion of the molecular building blocks for a benzene molecule
and a graphene sheet at the vdW-DF binding separation. We
note that a natural delineation surface of minimum electron
distribution (here illustrated by a dashed curve) runs through
inter-fragment positions with a saddle-point or trough-like be-
havior in the electron concentration.
materials interactions.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
present an xc-hole based formulation of the vdW-DF
framework. It is meant to give the reader an overview
of the vdW-DF method in a self-contained and alterna-
tive derivation cast in the concepts that we explore in
this paper. In section III we plot and discuss the in-
ternal functional xc-hole components of vdW-DF. Sec-
tion IV contains a demonstration of the link between the
vdW-DF nonlocal correlation energy and the RA physics
picture. Finally, section V summarizes the paper, while
an appendix details that the vdW-DF rests on a correct
longitudinal projection in its description of the electro-
dynamics coupling.
II. THE VDW-DF FRAMEWORK
To discuss the nature of vdW-DF, we start out by
noting that constraint-based GGA has been enormously
successful at describing chemically connected systems,
both those that have zero dimensions (such as atoms,
molecules, and nanoparticles) and those with one or more
macroscopic dimensions (such as wires, surfaces, sheets,
and solids).22,23 We denote such systems ‘molecular-type’
even if they can be infinitely extended.
Our discussion benefits from considering two or more
such molecular-type regions in close vicinity. Fig. 1
shows an example with benzene adsorbed on graphene
at a separation of 3 A˚.37 The vdW-DF method seeks
to extend the GGA success (for an individual fragment)
by adding an account of the nonlocal correlations that
arise among several such fragments as well as inside the
fragments.39,41,49 Only the coupling mediated by the lon-
gitudinal component of the electrodynamical interaction
described in the Coulomb gauge, V ≡ |r1 − r2|−1 is con-
sidered. The Coulomb Green function is G = −4piV .
The starting point is the exact adiabatic connection
formula2,5,6 (ACF):
Exc + Eself = −
∫ 1
0
dλ
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
Tr{=χλ(ω)V } ,
= −
∫ 1
0
dλ
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{χλ(iu)V } , (1)
where λ is the electron-electron coupling constant and
‘Tr’ denotes a full trace over the variation68 in the re-
ducible density-density correlation function χλ(iu) at
imaginary frequency u. The infinite self energy is given
by Eself = (1/2)Tr{V nˆ} where nˆ(r) is the density op-
erator. The reducible density-density correlation func-
tion relates an external potential change δΦext, at a
characteristic frequency ω, to resulting density changes,
δn = χλ(ω)δΦext. The electron dynamics causes any
such external potential to be screened; the system can
also be described by a corresponding screened potential
δΦscr. The irreducible density-density correlation func-
tion χ˜0 relates this screened potential to the same density
change, δn = χ˜λ(ω)δΦscr. A Dyson equation relates χ˜λ
and χλ, Ref. [6].
The vdW-DF framework expresses the xc energy
Exc + Eself =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{ln(κACF(iu))} , (2)
in terms of an approximation for an effective longitu-
dinal dielectric function κACF(iu). We make three ob-
servations. First, the expression (2) is formally equiv-
alent to the ACF,2,5,6 as given in Eq. (1), since the
coupling-constant integration is captured in the defini-
tion of κACF. Second, the explicit relation is given in
terms of an effective external-potential (density) response
function χACF(ω) via
− χACF(ω)V ≡ 1− exp
[
−
∫ 1
0
dλSλ(ω)
]
, (3)
where Sλ(ω) ≡ −χλ(ω)V denotes the fluctuation or plas-
mon propagator69,70 at coupling constant λ. The corre-
sponding longitudinal dielectric function is
κACF(iu) ≡ [1 + χACF(iu)V ]−1 = exp
[∫ 1
0
dλSλ(ω)
]
.
(4)
3Third, writing
κACF(iu) = ∇(iu) · ∇G , (5)
makes κ a rigorously defined longitudinal projection of
an effective dielectric function , as further detailed in
appendix A. In vdW-DF it is assumed that a scalar, but
nonlocal, dielectric function, (iu) can be used in Eq. (5);
there exists a demonstration that such a scalar  can
be constructed for any given xc energy functional (for
example, the exact functional).28,40
To specify the plasmon-pole description and the xc hole
components we also introduce an effective screened (den-
sity) response function χ˜ACF given by
χ˜ACF(iu)V ≡ κACF(iu)χACF(iu)V (6)
= χACF(iu)V κACF(iu)
= 1− exp[
∫ 1
0
dλSλ] . (7)
This definition complies with the Lindhard-type
formulation71
κACF(iu) ≡ 1− χ˜ACFV . (8)
The screened response Eq. (6) is specified via a longitu-
dinal projection
χ˜ACF(iu) = ∇α(iu) · ∇ (9)
of the local-field dielectric response α(iu). From Eq. (8) it
is clear that a scalar approximation for α also specifies the
vdW-DF dielectric functional,  ≡ 1 + 4piα, that enters
in Eq. (5) and determines the xc energy Eq. (2) in the
vdW-DF framework.
The many-body response nature of any xc functional
is naturally expressed in the ACF evaluation of the xc
hole
nxc(r; r
′) = − 2
n(r)
[∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
∫ 1
0
dλχλ(iu; r, r
′)
]
−δ(r−r′),
(10)
the electron-deficiency (at r′) produced around an elec-
tron at point r.
For a description of the density functional it is suffi-
cient to work with the spherically averaged xc hole
n¯xc(r; r
′′) =
1
4pi(r′′)2
∫
|r′−r|=r′′
dr′ nxc(r; r′). (11)
The local xc energy per particle εxc(r) is directly related
to this xc hole
Exc ≡
∫
drn(r) εxc(r) , (12)
εxc(r) ≡ 1
2
∫
dr′
nxc(r; r
′)
|r− r′|
=
1
2
∫ ∞
0
r′′ dr′′ n¯xc(r; r′′) . (13)
The exact relation
Exc =
1
2
∫
drn(r)
∫ ∞
0
r′′ dr′′ n¯xc(r; r′′)
=
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{ln(κACF(iu))} − Eself (14)
links 〈r| ln(κACF)|r〉 to εxc(r), and hence to an integral
over the xc hole.
A. The vdW-DF logic
A central idea in the vdW-DF framework is to ex-
ploit that the formally exact formulation Eq. (5) has
already made one instance of the electrodynamics cou-
pling V ∝ G explicit. One obtains truly nonlocal effects
in the xc functional even when using a semilocal GGA-
type functional to specify the details of the nonlocal form
of . Accordingly, in the vdW-DF method we split the
total xc energy functional and associated xc holes into
semilocal and nonlocal contributions,28
Exc[n] = E
sl
xc[n] + ∆E
nl
xc[n] , (15)
nxc(r; r
′ − r) = nslxc(r; r′ − r) + ∆nnlxc(r; r′ − r) .(16)
The first term Eslxc[n] of Eq. (15) is also called the outer
semilocal functional and it is given by LDA correla-
tion and a GGA description of gradient-corrected ex-
change. It would in principle provide an approximate
description of a typical GGA problem (i.e., an individ-
ual of the molecular-type fragment shown in Fig. 1) be-
cause gradient-corrections to exchange are typically more
important than gradient-corrected correlation.72,73 We
shall, for ease of discussion, also refer to such a descrip-
tion as being of a GGA type. At the same time we note
that Eslxc should not be evaluated in isolation.
The second term ∆Enlxc is viewed as a perturbation,
28,40
capturing nonlocal correlation energy from the coupling
of plasmon poles that characterize Eslxc. The formula-
tion of ∆Enlxc ≈ Enlc is, however, in practice based on
the use of an internal semilocal functional Einxc[n] that
is similar to Eslxc[n], but with an energy per particle εxc
that decreases more rapidly at large values of the scaled
density s = |∇n|/(6pi2n)1/3/n. This choice is made to
avoid spurious contributions emerging from low-density
regions.1,24,30,38–40 The construction via a GGA-type
Einxc (that also just contains LDA correlation plus GGA
gradient-corrected exchange) allows vdW-DF to rest ex-
clusively on formal diagrammatic input1,12,17,42 while
avoiding34 to explicitly formulate a gradient-corrected
correlation term δEgradc which is a necessary but also
complex step in the GGA formulations.13,17,19,46,74
The vdW-DF internal functional Einxc is given by a
GGA-type internal-functional xc hole ninxc ≈ nslxc and it is
used to introduce an approximate scalar dielectric func-
tion  via
Einxc + Eself =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{ln((iu))|grad} . (17)
4This form is motivated by the observation that the lon-
gitudinal projection in Eq. (5) becomes redundant in the
homogeneous electron gas (HEG) limit. As indicated by
the subscript ‘grad’, the  definition via Eq. (17) rests
on an expectation27,28,33 that this simplification holds
approximately true for a weakly perturbed electron gas.
Effectively, we write
(iu) = exp[Sxc(iu)] , (18)
Einxc + Eself =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{Sxc(iu)} . (19)
The vdW-DF dielectric function (18) is used, via
Eq. (9), to also determine an approximation for the full
dielectric function κACF and hence extend the account
to also include nonlocal correlations. Eq. (19) is a GGA-
guided ansatz for Sxc (and hence ) that describes the
effective full coupling-constant integration and screening
effects within vdW-DF. We note that Sxc = ln() co-
incides to linear order with the related approximation
S(ω) ≡ 1−−1(ω) that was used in the vdW-DF method
presentation by Dion et al.31 Refs. [28,31,40] suggest ex-
plicit forms for Sxc (and S), given in terms of a model
plasmon dispersion ωq(r) at two coordinate points.
Using S(iu) = 1 − exp[−Sxc] ≈ Sxc(iu), we interpret
the poles Sxc as an approximative specification of the
collective modes ωη of the system described by the inter-
nal functional Eq. (17), i.e., the zeros of det |(iu)|. In
the HEG limit the plasmon-pole dispersion ωq (entering
Sxc) is the same everywhere and renders a direct specifi-
cation of ωη; in the presence of gradients, the spatial and
momentum variation in the Sxc plasmon poles, ωq(r),
represent instead only an approximative specification of
the set of internal-functional collective modes {ωη}. In
any case, these plasmon modes are a direct reflection of
the shape of the semilocal internal-functional xc hole, as
explained in Sec. II B.
The general-geometry vdW-DF versions31,36,38 ap-
proximate the xc energy
EvdW-DFxc [n] = Exc[n]− δExc[n] , (20)
= Eslxc + E
nl
c , (21)
where the vdW-DF nonlocal correlation term
Enlc ≡ Exc − Einxc = EvdW-DFxc − Eslxc
=
∫ 2pi
0
du
2pi
[Tr{ln(κACF(iu))− ln((iu))}] ,(22)
is evaluated by expanding both terms in the same
plasmon-pole description Sxc:
Enlc =
∫ ∞
0
du
4pi
Tr
[
S2xc − (∇Sxc · ∇G)2
]
. (23)
This quadratic expansion for Enlc has the same appear-
ance whether cast in Sxc (as done in Refs. [28,40]) or in
terms of S (as done in Ref. [31,41]) because these agree
to lowest order.
For given choices of the internal-functional form (and
hence of plasmon poles in Sxc, Ref. 28,40) and of E
sl
xc the
vdW-DF form generally discards a cross-over term
δExc = E
in
xc − Eslxc . (24)
An improved alignment between Einxc and E
sl
xc minimizes
the difference between EvdW-DFxc and an evaluation based
on the formal ACF recast Eq. (2). Such an alignment
reflects consistency38 between the plasmon response of
the internal functional and that which characterizes Eslxc,
and it is beneficial because it allows the longitudinal pro-
jection [in Eqs. (2) & (5)] to leverage an automatic con-
servation of the full xc hole.38,39
B. The vdW-DF internal functional specification
The internal functional is semilocal and of a GGA
type. It is specified by LDA exchange energy per particle,
εLDAx (r) = −(3/4pi)kF (r), where kF (r) = (3pi2n(r))1/3
denotes the local Fermi wavevector, and an enhancement
factor,
ε0xc(r) = ε
LDA
x (r) f
in
xc(n, s) . (25)
The internal functional is thus fully given by the lo-
cal value of the density n(r) and of the scaled density
gradients, s(r) = |∇n(r)|/2n(r)kF (r). In the vdW-DF
design,31,34 the internal functional is exclusively given
by the LDA-correlation term fLDAc (n) (independent of
s) and an exchange gradient enhancement f inx (s) (inde-
pendent of n):
f inxc(n, s) = f
LDA
c (n) + f
in
x (s) . (26)
In the vdW-DF131,32 and vdW-DF-cx37 versions we
stick with the Langreth-Vosko analysis for screened
exchange,18 giving
f inx = 1−
(
Zab
9
)
s2 , (27)
specified by Zab = −0.8491. In vdW-DF2,36 formal scal-
ing analysis43,44 for pure exchange yields an enhancement
of curvature with Zab = −1.887. The form of fLDAxc is
taken from Ref. [42].
The resulting energy-per-particle expression (25) pro-
vides a full specification of a vdW-DF internal xc hole
ninxc inside a model that assumes a Gaussian spherical
average form28,40
n¯inxc(r, q) = − exp[−γ(q/q0(r))2] . (28)
The simple form enables analytical evaluation for many
of the spatial integrations in the resulting description of
Enlc . Also, the model form Eq. (28) ensures that nxc(r, q)
is itself conserved,
n¯inxc(r, q → 0) = −1 , (29)
5for all exchange-enhancement choices in f inxc and for any
value of γ. Choosing γ = 4pi/9 in the Gaussian model
Eq. (28) provides a simple relation between the inverse
length scale31
q0[n](r) = kF[n](r) f
in
xc[n](r) (30)
of the model hole ninxc and the internal functional energy-
per-particle variation Eq. (25). This variation in q0 is
in turn used to formulate the vdW-DF evaluation of Enlc
in terms of a universal kernel φnl, as detailed in Refs.
[28,31,32,34,40].
An important point for our discussion and interpreta-
tion, Sec. IV, is that the shape of the internal semilocal
xc hole, given by Eqs. (28) & (30), is used in vdW-DF to
determine the local variation in the plasmon poles ωq(r),
Refs. [28,31,40]. The connection is made by noting that
the spherical averaged xc hole n¯inxc(r, q) also defines a nat-
ural wavevector decomposition5,6,13,17,18 for the internal
functional energy per particle,
εinxc(r) =
∫
dq
(2pi)3
εinxc(r,q) , (31)
εinxc(r,q) ∝ n¯inxc(r, q)/q2 . (32)
Evaluating the imaginary frequency integral in the formal
relation
n(r)εinxc(r) =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Sxc(iu, r, r) (33)
with the plasmon-pole specification28,40 for Sxc(iu) yields
a wavevector decomposition6
εinxc(r,q) = pi
(
1
ωq(r)
− 2
q2
)
, (34)
that links ωq(r) to the chosen description of the internal
functional xc hole ninxc(r,q).
III. INTERNAL-FUNCTIONAL
EXCHANGE-CORRELATION HOLES
In this section, we visualize the vdW-DF internal
xc hole and compare it to that of the numerical-GGA
constructions.45,74 This casts light on the nature of the
vdW-DF since these internal xc holes define the vdW-
DF dielectric function  from which vdW-DF builds an
account of truly nonlocal correlations.
Figure 2 shows the scaled-density gradient s contours
of a benzene dimer at binding separation — a typical
molecular binding system.38 The plot documents that a
region with low-to-moderate s values exists between the
molecular fragments, where the over-lap of two decaying
densities causes a saddle-point or trough-like behavior.
Non-local correlation contributions arise from low density
regions37 and from low-to-moderate values of the scaled
density gradient s.38 There is no contradiction even if
FIG. 2: Contours of the scaled density gradients s =
|∇n|/(2kFn) in a benzene dimer at binding separation. The
saddle-point behavior, at low-density and low-to-moderate s
values in the region between the molecules, is typical of bind-
ing with a significant vdW component, Refs. [37,38].
s typically enhances exponentially outside a molecular-
type region, because in vdW-DF, the binding from non-
local correlations arises predominantly in the regions be-
tween molecular fragments.37,62,75
Fig. 3 shows the internal functional enhancement fac-
tor, Eq. (26) of vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2. For vdW-DF1,
this figure corresponds to density gradient s < 2 that are
often most relevant for Enlc binding contributions.
38
The spherically averaged real-space xc hole of the in-
ternal functional of vdW-DF is extracted from an inverse
Fourier transform of Eq. (28). This real-space internal xc
hole is given by the following simple Gaussian form:
n¯inxc(r; |r′ − r|) = −n(r)J(f(r); 2kF |r− r′|) , (35)
J(f, z) =
(
3
2
)4
f3
4pi
exp
(
− (3fz)
2
64pi
)
. (36)
We choose to discuss the role of the internal xc hole in a
form scaled with a distance-weighted measure:2
4piz2
(2kF )3
n¯inxc(r; z) = −
(
z2
6pi
)
J(f(r); z) . (37)
The weighted expression (37) reflects how the shape of
the xc hole and the electrodynamics coupling V deter-
mine the energy-per-particle variation in the correspond-
ing internal semilocal functional, as given by Eq. (13).
Fig. 4 shows a contour plot of the internal xc hole
n¯xc(n(r), s(r)) as defined by Eq. (26) and weighted and
scaled according to Eq. (37). The plot represents the
behavior of both vdW-DF1/vdW-DF-cx and vdW-DF2,
since the vertical axis is simply the value of the internal
functional enhancement factor, f inxc. The horizontal axis
represents the scaled distance z = 2kF |r′ − r| from the
electron position (hole center).
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FIG. 3: Correlation (top panel) and exchange (bottom
panel) related components of the vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2
internal functional enhancement factor f inxc = f
LDA
c + f
in
x .
The first is a function of the density n [or, equivalently, of
rs = (3/4pi/n)
1/3]. The second is a function of the scaled
density gradient s = |∇n|/(2kFn).
FIG. 4: A contour plot of the vdW-DF internal functional
xc hole n¯inxc, spatially weighted and scaled according to Eq.
(37). The hole is mapped as a function of scaled separation
z = 2kF |r′ − r| and the characteristic internal functional en-
hancement factor f(r) = f0xc(r) = q0[n](r)/kF [n](r) which
is fixed for a given density n(r) and a given scaled density
gradient s = |∇n|/(2kFn). Contour spacing is 0.025.
FIG. 5: Comparison in the homogeneous limit between the
vdW-DF representation of the internal xc hole (top panel)
and the Perdew and Wang76 xc models (mid and bottom
panels). Two electron densities, as specified by value of
rs = (3/4pi/n)
1/3 are considered. The mid panel relies on
the exact exchange hole while the lower panel relies on a non-
oscillatory approximation.
Fig. 5 compares the internal functional xc hole ninxc
against the Perdew-Wang (PW) xc hole model for the
homogeneous electron gas.76 This model captures the
salient non-oscillatory features of the correlation hole and
therefore compares well with QMC calculations. In the
bottom panel the non-oscillatory approximation for the
exchange hole is used.76 The holes are plotted as func-
tions of the scaled distances and weighted by the radial
measure as earlier. The comparison is shown for two val-
ues of the Wigner-Seitz radius rs = (3/4pi/n)
1/3. The
value of rs = 0.9 corresponds to the density between two
neighboring C atoms of a benzene molecule, while the
value of rs = 3.1 corresponds to the density 1.5 A˚ out of
the benzene-plane above these two C atoms.
The PW model agrees well with the internal func-
tional xc hole. In particular, the agreement is strikingly
similar to the xc hole relying a non-oscillatory approx-
imation for the exchange hole, with the exception of a
slightly different trend with changing rs. In summary,
vdW-DF not only keeps a good balance between local
exchange and correlation contributions, in line with the
DFT tradition,6 but also an internal xc hole form in fair
agreement with QMC.
Equally interesting is the question if the vdW-DF
internal-hole characterization also remains useful when
7FIG. 6: A comparison of the vdW-DF2 internal xc hole
and a numerical xc hole consisting of exchange at the GGA
level and correlation at the LDA level. The scaled gradient
is chosen as s = 0.75 and s = 1.5 for two different densities.
The hole deepens and narrows as s increases.
applied to typical systems. These have density gradients
and we need to selectively add the effects of gradient-
corrected exchange in ninxc (by the vdW-DF design logic).
The shape of the vdW-DF model internal xc hole should
remain reasonable at values of the scaled gradient s that
are deemed relevant for the evaluation of the nonlocal
correlation.
Numerical GGA45,73,74 is a well defined procedure to
impose charge conservation and a negativity condition on
the xc hole of a gradient expansion12–14,16,17,19,20 around
a homogeneous electron gas. Since this xc hole construc-
tion can be used to derive popular xc functionals such
as PW86, PBE, and PBEsol,45,46,77 we compare relevant
components (including gradient corrected exchange but
not gradient-corrected correlations) of also these to those
of the vdW-DF internal functional at relevant nonzero
values of the density gradient.
Figure 6 compares the vdW-DF2 internal functional
xc-hole representations at s = 0.75 and s = 1.5 with the
numerical-GGA specification of Ref. [74]. For the cor-
relation, only the LDA part of the numerical xc hole is
included, since only this component is used in the con-
struction of the internal xc-hole of vdW-DF. The vdW-
DF2 version is chosen for comparison, because its inter-
nal functional has the same small-s behavior as the PBE
functional46 and the numerical hole construction of Ref.
[74] leads to a GGA xc that resembles PBE. Conserva-
tion is built into the vdW-DF model of the internal xc
hole (for any choice of f inxc,) Eq. (29) and there is no
need to enforce hard cut-offs as in the numerical GGA
construction.40
Comparing the two panels of Fig. 6 with those of
Fig. 5, we see that in all cases the holes become deeper
and shorter-ranged as s increases. However, whereas
the two holes agree fairly well for small s, their shapes
grow dissimilar as s increases. The agreement with the
numerical-GGA construction is best when (as is more
relevant for larger and flatter fragments close to binding
separation38) we can limit the value of the scaled gradient
to s < 1.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE VDW-DF
NONLOCAL CORRELATION ENERGY
In this section, we show that the vdW-DF method re-
lies on a nonlocal-correlation formulation that can be in-
terpreted as an implementation of the RA picture of vdW
forces.1 As mentioned in the introduction, this picture
sees nonlocal correlations as arising from an electrody-
namical coupling of, originally independent, xc holes of
a traditional semilocal functional description; in vdW-
DF represented by the GGA-type internal xc functional
holes ninxc. The vdW-DF nonlocal correlation term E
nl
c
represents a counting of coupling-induced zero-point en-
ergy shifts of the characteristic plasmon modes of these
internal-functional xc holes.1,24,40 We provide the inter-
pretation by adapting the analysis that Mahan used to
discuss the nature of vdW forces and detail their relation
to Casimir forces.10,78
To begin, we formulate the exact xc energy (2)
Exc[n] + Eself[n] =
∫ ∞
−∞
du
4pi
ln(∆(y = iu)) , (38)
∆(y) ≡ det |κACF(y)| , (39)
where time-reversal symmetry has been used to extend
the integration over u to −∞. The right-hand side
of Eq. (38) can be evaluated from a contour around
the complex-frequency plane that runs down the imag-
inary axis and closes around the half-plane of positive
frequencies. This contour picks up characteristic poles
of det |κACF| with simple residues, as is evident in the
rewrite10
1
4ipi
∮
c
zdz
∆(z)
∂
∂z
∆(z) . (40)
The form (40) counts the sum of collective modes, given
by ∆(yη) = 0. With a general specification of κACF(iu) =
1 − χ˜ACF(iu)V (beyond the approximation used in the
vdW-DF versions) there will also be corrections from
poles in ∂∆(z)/∂z. This second set of poles corresponds
to singularities in the local-field response10 χ˜ACF. Such
singularities are normally associated with particle-hole
excitations.10,14,79
The nonlocal correlation term Eq. (22) is formulated
as a difference between the xc energy when defined in
terms of lnκACF and ln . It therefore expresses an xc
energy shift produced by an electrodynamical coupling.
8The general result Eq. (38) allows us to discuss the nature
of this coupling-induced energy shift.
We first consider a single molecular-type fragment, i.e.,
one of the molecular-type regions in Fig. 1. We use ωη
and ω¯η to denote the collective modes of the internal and
of the full vdW-DF xc functional, given respectively by
det |(ωη)| = 0 and det |κACF(ω¯η)| = 0. The contour
evaluation Eq. (40) provides the formal evaluation,
Enlc =
1
2
∑
η
[ω¯η − ωη] , (41)
since, as motivated below, we can ignore contributions
from particle-hole excitations.6
The vdW-DF idea of expressing all functional compo-
nents through an analysis of the response in an internal
(GGA-type) functional is what makes Eq. (41) relevant
for analyzing Enlc . A key observation is that the specifi-
cation of the vdW-DF internal functional keeps local ex-
change and local correlation together to allow a cancella-
tion of terms arising from particle-hole excitations.6 Ac-
cordingly, Ref. [31] uses simply a plasmon-pole represen-
tation for S(iu) ≡ 1− (iu)−1 but leaves no room for sin-
gularities directly in . The same observation underpins
our assumption, in Sec. II, that all singularities in the
internal-functional specification,28,40 Sxc(iu) = ln[(iu)],
should be seen as exclusively reflecting collective (plas-
mon) poles of (iu). Moreover, while Eq. (4) ensures that
the reducible response function χACF has singularities at
the collective modes of κACF (iu), there can be no single-
particle singularities in the irreducible response χ˜ACF.
This follows in the vdW-DF framework (and only there)
because χ˜ACF is set by the internal functional behavior,
through  = 1 + 4piα and Eqs. (18) & (9).
The formal evaluation in Eq. (41) can be used to inter-
pret the vdW-DF nonlocal correlation term, Eq. (22), as
an implementation of the RA picture of vdW forces.1 The
Enlc term tracks changes in characteristic plasmon modes
of the system as described in vdW-DF and in a semilocal
functional defined by xc functional holes ninxc (with a par-
tial GGA character). Inclusion of the electrodynamical
coupling changes the dielectric functions and hence the
characteristic plasmon modes that characterize ninxc. In
effect, the energy shift in Eq. (41) tracks the effects of
coupling the GGA-type internal functional holes.
It is also interesting to compare the formal framework
of the vdW-DF method and the random phase approxi-
mation (RPA).6,79–83 The RPA correlation energy is6
ERPAc =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{ln(1− χ˜0V )}+ χ˜0V . (42)
Our comparison will be based on the full Enlc repre-
sentation (22) that underpins Eq. (41) and was used
in an early seamless functional for layered structures.29
We shall in Sec. V return to a discussion of RPA and
vdW-DF, keeping in mind also that the recent vdW-DF
versions31,36,38 use a second-order expansion of Eq. (22)
in Sxc. There are formal similarities between RPA and
the vdW-DF method. The vdW-DF framework, Eqs. (2)
& (5), builds on the exact ACF as does RPA; in fact,
the RPA xc energy is obtained by inserting the approx-
imation κRPA = 1 − χ˜0V in Eq. (2). Also, the RPA
correlation energy can be exactly reformulated,79,81
ERPAc =
1
2
∑
n
(Ωn0 − ΩDn0) , (43)
where ΩDn0 (Ωn0) denotes a RPA excitation energy as de-
scribed to lowest (full) order in λ. The RPA interpreta-
tion as a counting of zero-point energy shifts, Eq. (43),
resembles the interpretation (41) that we present for
the nonlocal-correlation energy in the vdW-DF method.
There are also fundamental differences. The RPA crafts
χ˜0 from particle-hole excitations, typically given by
Kohn-Sham orbitals and energies,81–83 whereas vdW-DF
proceeds by asserting its response description through a
plasmon model.29,31,34 The summation in the vdW-DF
Enlc interpretation (41) is restricted to zero-point energy
contributions defined by collective modes.
Additional details about the nature of the vdW-DF
nonlocal correlation term Enlc can be obtained by con-
sidering the case of two molecular fragments, A and B,
separated by a delineation surface as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the following we focus exclusively on the binding that
arises in the nonlocal-correlation component of Exc, not-
ing that there will also be other interaction components
(arising through the interplay between kinetic-energy re-
pulsion, Coulomb terms, and in the outer semilocal func-
tional E0xc). The analysis applies also when, as in weak
chemisorption, there is some density overlap, as we can
proceed within a superposition-of-density scheme.53,84
The analysis is not relevant for cases where there are also
chemical bonds across the delineation surface but we de-
fer a discussion of limitations until we can formulate this
in terms of criteria on the electron-response description.
To make the discussion more specific, we cast the in-
terpretation in terms of explicit approximations. We let
nA (and nB) denote the density of fragment A(B) when
treated in isolation. These densities should be seen as
DFT solutions as obtained in a vdW-DF version; note
that nA extends into the area that the delineation sur-
faces assign as region B and vice versa. We assume that
the multicomponent density can be sufficiently approx-
imated as a sum of fragment densities, n = nA + nB .
This is a general approximation scheme84 which is often
accurate for systems held together by dispersive forces
in competition with other interactions.53 From separate
densities nA and nB we can define per-fragment screened
response functions χ˜∗,AACF and χ˜
∗,B
ACF. We note that the cor-
responding reducible response function χ∗,AACF must have
singularities at the vdW-DF collective modes ω¯A for frag-
ment A. The same goes for the description of fragment
B. Next we introduce χ˜AACF as the region-projected part
of this irreducible response i.e., the matrix formed from
χ˜∗,AACF by restricting both coordinates to reside in delin-
eated region ‘A’ as well as corresponding projections for
the reducible response function χAACF and for κ
A
ACF.
9At this stage we can discuss the limitations on the ex-
tended Enlc analysis presented below. One requirement
is that we approximately retain a Dyson-like link, as
in Eq. (6), among the response descriptions even when
working with the fragment-projected response descrip-
tion:
χ
A(B)
ACF ≈ [κA(B)ACF ]−1χ˜A(B)ACF . (44)
A second, related, requirement is that the collective
modes ω¯A(B) also represent the poles of χ
A(B)
ACF . This sec-
ond requirement can be formulated as the condition that
det |κ∗,A(B)ACF (iu)| (where the determinant reflects an in-
tegration over the entire space) has the same zeros as
is found for det |κA(B)ACF (iu)|A(B) (where the determinant
range is limited to the delineated region). The conditions
can only hold approximately except when discussing well-
separated fragments.
Notwithstanding the requirements for using a parti-
tioning scheme, we proceed to deepen our analysis of
the nonlocal correlation term. Such a scheme has also
been used, for example, to extract an asymptotically ex-
act evaluation of interactions among defects on a surface
supporting a metallic surface state.85–91 The important
part of the Coulomb coupling is in this problem the com-
ponent VAB of the Coulomb term that connects a point in
the delineated region ‘A’ with a point in the other region
‘B’. Using a simple matrix factorization of det |κACF|
(and of det ||) we thus obtain
Enl,ABxc ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
du
4pi
ln(∆∗(iu)) , (45)
∆∗(iu) ≡ det |1− χAACF(iu)VABχBACF(iu)VBA| .(46)
We note in passing that the result of Eq. (45) is consis-
tent with the traditional result for the asymptotic vdW
binding24,25
EvdW(d) ≡ −
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{αAext(iu)TABαBext(iu)TBA} ,
(47)
where TAB = −∇ra∇rb |ra − rb| denotes a dipole-dipole
coupling tensor between points in separate regions and
where α
A(B)
ext denotes the external-field susceptibility of
fragment A (or fragment B). The connection between
Eq. (45) and Eq. (47) is made by expanding the logarithm
and noting that
χ
A(B)
ACF (ω) = ∇ ·αA(B)ext (ω) · ∇ (48)
specifies the vdW-DF approximation for these
susceptibilities.28
For a discussion of the electrodynamical coupling ex-
pressed in Enlc we provide a contour-integral evaluation
of Eq. (45). Using the contour-integration formulation
(40) for ∆∗ we now have contributions from the poles
ω¯ηA(B) of the fragment response function χ
A(B)
ACF . We as-
sume that these give rise to contributions that resem-
ble those specified by the exciton-susceptibility tensors in
Ref. 10. Equally important, the form Eq. (45) has regular
plasmon-pole contributions given by the zeros ω¯(ηa,ηB) of
∆∗(ω) = det
∣∣1−αAext(ω)TABαBext(ω)TBA∣∣ . (49)
Adapting the argument presented in Ref. 10, these
inter-fragment collective mode ω¯(ηa,ηB) correspond to a
coupling between polarizability contributions defined in
αAext(ω) and α
B
ext(ω) by modes ω¯ηa and ω¯ηB . Overall the
coupling contour integration leads to an approximative
evaluation
Enl,ABxc ≈
1
2
∑
ηA,ηB
[
ω¯(ηA,ηB) − ω¯ηA − ω¯ηB
]
, (50)
and establishes a further link between the nonlocal-
correlation term in vdW-DF and the RA picture, viewing
vdW forces as arising as a coupling of (semilocal, initially
independent) xc holes.1,11,24
Finally, we note that we can extend a partition-based
analysis also to the case when there are three (or more)
molecular fragments, again adopting the analysis used
for the study of electronic substrate-mediate interac-
tions among defects on surfaces.86,89 For cases with three
molecular-type fragments, denoted A, B, and C, we find
EvdW-DFxc + Eself ≈ −
∑
i=A,B,C
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr {ln(1 + χiACFVii)}
+
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr {ln(1−
A,B,C∑
i<j
χiACF Vij χ
j
ACF Vji − 2χAACF VAB χBACF VBC χCACF VCA)} . (51)
The trio term does not naturally enter in the vdW-DF
description when investigating a system with only two
molecular-type regions near binding separation. The ar-
gument for approximating χiACF as exclusively connect-
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ing two points inside the same fragment breaks down if
one were to partition an individual molecular-type region.
V. DISCUSSION
The influence of screening and nonadditivity effects on
the vdW forces are explored in a significant body of lit-
erature, for example in Refs. [1,92–106]. In this section,
we discuss to what extent the vdW-DF method31,36,38
can capture such effects. In particular, we first compare
vdW-DF to the RPA for the correlation energy and then
discuss vdW-DF in light of a recently suggested classi-
fication scheme of dispersion interaction effects that lies
beyond pair-wise summations.106
The vdW-DF method shares with RPA an electron-
based foundation as they avoid partitioning into, for
example, atomic components. The methods also share
a zero-point-energy counting nature (Sec. IV), an em-
phasis on approximating the ACF through longitudi-
nal dielectrical functions that comply with the continu-
ity equation (App. A), and conservation of the associ-
ated xc hole.31,38–40 One difference is that the vdW-DF
is based on a fully screened response description via a
plasmon-based starting point that reflects a GGA-type
internal-functional xc hole, whereas in RPA one starts
with independent-particle excitations.81–83 With the full
Enlc expression (22), used in an early seamless vdW-DF
functional,27,29 the vdW-DF method relies on the same
machinery as RPA for systematically including screen-
ing effects, namely the Dyson equation for the density-
density correlation function,6 as shown in Sec. II.
At the same time, the popular general-geometry vdW-
DF versions and closely related variants31,35,36,38,49,50
rest on a second-order expansion (23) of Enlc , a step that
is not used in RPA calculations. An interesting ques-
tion is then how much of the screening, collectivity, and
nonadditivity effects are retained after making this trun-
cation. The question is complex and we limit the discus-
sion to making some comments in the context of a recent
perspective article by Dobson.106
Dobson classifies nonadditivity effects as follows: Class
‘A’ contains the effects of bond formation. These effects
are automatically included in vdW-DF. Class ‘B’ is the
spectator effect; that is, the modification by an addi-
tional molecular-type fragment on the electrodynamics
coupling between two molecular-type fragments. Class
‘C’ contains many-body effects that result with nonde-
generate electron states and their ability to enhance the
electronic response. A consequence is, for example, dif-
ferent asymptotic scaling laws for the vdW attraction
between sheets of metals or among metallic nanotubes
than between insulators.93–97,99,103,105,106 Class ‘B’ and
‘C’ are expected to be of greater importance for asymp-
totic interactions than at binding separations where there
are contributions from many plasmons.37,99,105
For a vdW-DF version to fully address nonadditiv-
ity effects of class ’B’, it requires that the evalua-
tion proceeds with the full interaction form,27,29 not
the expansion (23) used for the more recent and pop-
ular vdW-DF versions.31,36,38 However, vdW-DF re-
flects multipole enhancements in the binding among
molecules57,59 and image-plane formation in the binding
of carbon nanotubes107 and in challenging physisorption
problems.108,109 Image-plane effects are captured in those
recent expanded vdW-DF versions through the stronger
sensitivity to the low-density regions arising at surfaces
than to the high-density regions of the bulk.37
To fully capture effects in class ’C’ one would also need
to refine the vdW-DF inner-functional response model
beyond a simple plasmon model relying on a GGA-based
account. However, some of the energetic impact of these
effects is also, in practice and at a cruder level, reflected
in the modern vdW-DF versions: In low-density, highly
homogeneous systems, typical of a metal surface,108,109
the vdW-DF plasmon model yields small excitation ener-
gies, strongly enhancing non-local correlation effects. On
the other hand, except at edge regions, the GGA-based
construction of vdW-DF does not distinguish between a
limited molecular-type fragment, such as the center part
of a polyaromatic hydrocarbon, and an extended frag-
ment that has no gap, such as graphene or a metallic
nanotube. This is a distinction that becomes important
at asymptotic separations between fragments.97,99,103
The recent vdW-DF versions31,36,38 are formulated
with the expectation that the second-order expansion
(23) is often sufficient in binding situations, with two
molecular-type fragments in close proximity.110 At bind-
ing it is important to treat truly nonlocal correlation ef-
fects and the more local/semi-local correlation effects on
a same footing.28,31,34,37 In the sections above we have il-
lustrated that vdW-DF should not be viewed merely as a
summation of contributions from pairs of density points.
It is rather an expression of coupling of semilocal xc holes
with a finite extension and with a shape and dynamics
that already reflect a GGA-type response behavior. The
internal functional xc holes express a collectivity that
generally extends beyond that of a single atom and rep-
resents a GGA-level of screening that we assume is often
adequate for treating interfragment binding.
The good performance of vdW-DF, in particular for
the most recent nonempirical versions and variants, in-
dicates that the vdW-DF method is capable of accu-
rately reflecting the complicated balance that can ex-
ist between general interaction contributions.37,39,108,109
For example, the recent consistent-exchange vdW-DF-cx
version38 can correctly describe the competition between
covalent and ionic bonds in ferroelectrics, and between
exchange effects and ionic and vdW attraction in weak-
organic chemisorption.39 One needs Axilrod-Teller1,92
corrections (51) and beyond27,29,81,100 to fully character-
ize the general dispersive interaction in systems that have
three or more molecular-type regions. However, when
two molecular-type regions are at their binding separa-
tion there is not generally room for a third molecule to
get close and significantly influence that coupling.
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Finally, for a quantitative discussion of what screen-
ing effects are retained in recent vdW-DF versions one
needs to compare the results of these versions with those
obtained when using the full Enlc form
27,29 under the
same approximation for the internal-functional descrip-
tion. Two of us have led one early such exploration111 but
no conclusion can be reached in that study because we
refined the plasmon model between the layered-geometry
formulation of Ref. [29] and the launching of vdW-DF1.31
A comparison of the results based on the modern Sxc re-
sponse form is beyond the present scope.
VI. SUMMARY
Several formal properties of the vdW-DF theory have
been highlighted. Specifically, we have documented how
an effective internal xc hole can be viewed as a central
building block in obtaining the nonlocal correlation of
vdW-DF. We have documented how this internal xc hole
resembles the xc hole construction that underpins stan-
dard GGA descriptions. Further, we have argued how the
nonlocal correlations in vdW-DF can be interpreted as
arising from the shift in collective modes induced by the
electrodynamical coupling between such xc holes. This
argument connects vdW-DF to the well-established RA
picture of vdW-DF interactions. Finally we have com-
pared the vdW-DF method to RPA.
By discussing the formal properties of vdW-DF and
links to other theories, we hope to help build bridges
that stimulate the dissemination of ideas, not just within
the field of van der Waals interactions but also within the
wider field of material modeling.
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Appendix A: Role of the continuity equation in
vdW-DF
This appendix details the correct longitudinal projec-
tion in electrodynamics and is based on notes by and
discussions with D.C. Langreth. It serves to further mo-
tivate writing the xc energy
Exc + Eself =
∫ ∞
0
du
2pi
Tr{ln(∇(iu) · ∇G)} (A1)
so that it expresses the exact longitudinal projection.
The form (A1) reflects the continuity equation as well
as the constituent equations of the electrodynamical re-
sponse in materials.
Consider Ohm’s law for the current jind induced by a
local field E = −∇Φloc,
jind(r, ω) =
∫
dr′σ(r, r′, ω)E(r′, ω) , (A2)
and corresponding to the induced charges ρind. In
Eq. (A2), we use σ(r, r′, ω) to denote the nonlocal con-
ductivity tensor. In turn, this tensor corresponds to a
nonlocal dielectric function
ε(r, r′, ω) = 1+
4pii
ω
σ(r, r′, ω) . (A3)
Fourier transforming gives Ek = −iqΦloc,q, and a con-
tinuity specification
ωρq(ω) = q · jindq , (A4)
that relates the local field and the induced charge
4piρindq (ω) = −q ·
∑
q′
[εq,q′(ω)− 1δq,q′ ] · qΦloc,q .(A5)
We infer an exact, general microscopic relation between
the (longitudinal) local-field response χ˜ and the dielectric
tensor
4piχ˜q,q′ = −q · [εq,q′ − 1δq,q′ ] · q′ , (A6)
χ˜ =
1
4pi
∇ · (ε− 1) · ∇ . (A7)
The result Eq. (A6) reflects the continuity equation and
identifies
εlongq,q′ ≡ qˆ · εq,q′ · qˆ′ , (A8)
as the proper (consistent) definition of the longitudinal
projection of the dielectric repose in an inhomogeneous
system.
In Eq. (A7) the difference (ε − 1)/4pi takes the form
of a local-field susceptibility tensor σ. Using σext to
denote the corresponding external-field susceptibility we
also have a relation for the external-field response
χ = ∇ · σext · ∇ . (A9)
Finally, the correct longitudinal projection of the di-
electric tensor is given by
κ ≡ ∇ · ε · ∇G = εlong . (A10)
This is demonstrated by expressing the microscopic rela-
tion in wavevector space
4piχ˜q,q′ = −q · [εq,q′ − 1δq,q′ ] · q′
= −|q||q′|εlongq,q′ + q2δq,q′ , (A11)
where we have used the εlong specification Eq. (A8). Solv-
ing for εlongq,q′ gives
εlongq,q′ = δq,q′ −
4pi
|q||q′| χ˜q,q′ . (A12)
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